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Microsoft Dynamics 365 CRM Developer
Description
The developer builds software using languages and technologies of the MS
Dynamics CRM (Dynamics 365). The developer creates applications from scratch,
configure existing systems and provide user support. The developer writes
functional code with a sharp eye for spotting defects. The developer should be a
team player and excellent communicator. The developer analyzes customer needs
and develop overall concept and design objectives. The developer must be able to
create software in a variety of programming and for a variety of IT software
applications. The developer’s goal is to work with internal teams to design, develop
and maintain software. Remote work allowed.

This position requires the ability to collaborate with project teams in customizing,
developing, integrating, and extending and deploying Microsoft Dynamics 365,
Portal and PowerApps to meet client needs. The core technology stack includes:
D365, C#, .NET, SQL, CRM SDK, CRM Plugins, Workflows, Javascript,
Powershell, AdxStudio/Liquid Template Language, Azure, Visual Studio, GitHub,
Jira, Confluence, Azure DevOps, PowerApps, and PowerBI.

Education
Bachelor’s degree or higher in a business or technical discipline.

Experience
3+ years, or 5 years of additional relevant experience may be substituted for
education.

Responsibilities

Participate in requirements analysis
Collaborate with internal teams to produce software design and architecture
Write clean, scalable code using MS Dynamics CRM (Dynamics 365) and
.NET programming languages
Test and deploy applications and systems
Revise, update, refactor and debug code
Improve existing software
Develop documentation throughout the software development life cycle
(SDLC)
Serve as an expert on applications and provide technical support

Qualifications

Proven work experience as a developer
Creates entities, reports in Dynamics 365
Develops Scheduling mechanisms and workflows in Dynamics 365
Has expertise in Dynamics plug-in development using C#.NET
Worked as Dynamics 365 integration developer interacting with external
systems through APIs
Familiarity with architecture styles/APIs
Excellent analytical and organization skills

Hiring organization
ThunderYard Solutions

Employment Type
Full-time

Job Location
505 N John Rodes Blvd, 32934,
Melbourn, FL, USA
Remote work from: USA

Date posted
April 8, 2021

Valid through
16.05.2021
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An ability to understand front-end users requirements and a problem-solving
attitude
Excellent verbal and written communication skills

Preferred Qualifications:

VA or other Federal Government experience preferred but not required.
Familiarity with Agile frameworks and regression testing is a plus
Experience with Java, Bash, Typescript, CRM (such as Salesforce might be
helpful), Selenium, EasyRepro, Eclipse, Jenkins.
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